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Stock Market in Focus (SMiF) presents my view of equity market conditions and factors that I believe may indicate direction in 

coming weeks.  For the most part, these factors are based on what’s called “technical analysis,” or TA.  Other factors, collectively 

referred to as “fundamental analysis,” or FA, include various economic, political and geopolitical conditions that impact 

investment markets.  Those factors also inform my view of market direction but trading decisions are based entirely on technical 

analysis.  

Technical analysis is the study of different indicators of price movement and trading volume of stocks, funds or indexes that can 

be suggestive of future price direction.  The more these indicators agree with one another, the more reliable the trend 

interpretation, though there is no guarantee of outcome. Another way to look at TA is that it is essentially an analysis of investor 

behavior seen through market action which is presumed to indicate, if past is prologue, the direction investors believe a given 

investment is headed. However, past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The fundamental factors affecting markets in 2022 are a unique combination and number of headwinds, at least as far back as I

can remember for the last 50 years.  They include the wide-ranging effects of COVID, restrictive monetary policy by the U.S. 

Federal Reserve (and other central banks) to combat inflation, the invasion of Ukraine by Russia, climate change, potential 

recession, Washington politics, relative U.S. dollar strength, a “fiscal cliff” (a reduction in federal spending relative to prior 

periods) and geopolitical tension with China and in the Middle East, to name some of the more familiar factors.  

Owing to the number and uniqueness of these factors, and especially on account of increasingly frequent events that surprise 

investors, forecasting market direction is more difficult and less reliable.  With that caveat, the following pages present my best 

attempt at understanding evolving market direction.
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A Summary

Last month, I presented a cautiously optimistic outlook for the stock 

market based on mostly constructive technical characteristics despite 

2022 being the 4th worst start to a year for the S&P 500 – and the very 

worst start for the popular 60/40 portfolio – in history.  Indeed, over 

the first two weeks of August, the S&P 500 did increase about 4.3% as 

investors saw inflation abating and anticipated the Fed would be 

moderating its aggressive rate hikes. Those hopes were eventually 

dashed as the S&P 500 fell back to a loss for the entire month of about 

4%, a swing of over 8% (caused largely by surprised hawkishness in Fed 

Chair Powell’s Jackson Hole speech on August 26th) .  This illustrated 

the extreme volatility of the stock market this year (the 11th most 

volatile year since 1933) as well as the difficulty of making market 

predictions of any duration.
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Despite the challenge, I’m willing to go back out on a limb with a 

prediction of another week or two of net loss for the S&P 500 for the 

period beginning September 1st, as the S&P approaches the next line 

of support for SPY at $380.  What happens after that will depend on 

investor reaction to the September 13th CPI report by the BLS.  My 

suspicion is that the CPI will show continued relaxation in inflation 

and investors will move back into the market, hopeful that the Fed 

will ease up at its November 2nd meeting following the anticipated 

75bp move at its September 21st meeting.  If investors are 

disappointed, we may see SPY approach the June and YTD 2022 low 

at $360.  See page 6 for these critical price points. 
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A Summary

As shown in the following pages, technical and fundamental analysis shows a resumption of a deteriorating outlook following the 

two-month recovery that began in mid-June. Last month at this time I said “I believe it is not too early to begin (emphasis added) 

increasing equity market exposure focused on those companies and sectors that have the strongest balance sheets, cash flows, 

and relative performance.  I would also be prepared for an event that upsets investor expectations since the risk of further supply 

side disruptions or investor disappointment remains high.”  
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While I stand by that recommendation to begin increasing exposure, we now know a) that finding companies and sectors with strong

relative performance was easier said than done in August, and b) that the disrupting event materialized as the Fed doubled down on 

its hawkish stance despite easing inflation. While longer term 50-, 100- and 200-day moving averages* (as shown on page 7 and 

following) are used to establish the strength of the underlying longer term market trend, I build (and unwind) position exposure 

using shorter term averages such as the four moving averages shown on the next page.  

Therefore, position exposure was built during the latter part of July and the first 3 weeks of August, followed by unwinding 

exposure beginning in the last week of August.  As of this writing, with a substantial cash allocation, I would “sit on my hands” until 

a meaningful reversal begins in market performance. Specifically, using the chart on the next page, I would be looking for the 

faster moving averages moving above the slower ones from below and a bottoming and reversal action in the MACD.

Longer term, 

* “Exponential” moving averages (EMAs) are used rather than simple moving averages since EMAs give greater weight to 

more recent price changes.
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This chart shows daily price movement for the S&P 500 (using SPY as a proxy) along with 5-, 10-, 25-, and 50-day exponential 

moving averages.  As the faster moving averages cross over the slower ones from above, position exposure is reduced; when 

faster moving averages cross over slower ones from below, position exposure is increased.  The MACD indicator at the bottom 

of the page reflects price momentum and is used to confirm price direction.  If different signals are given by the moving 

averages and MACD, no action is taken.
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This chart shows the daily movement of the S&P 500 (SPY) for the last 3 years. Note the horizontal lines which indicate areas of support and 

resistance (S/R lines) for price.  The more times price reacts to a S/R line, the more meaningful it is.  Here we see $380 and $410 serving as 

both support and resistance, and $360 serving as support. Note the price behavior in the green circles where the $410 level provided support 

in March and resistance in early June and August. 

While price was able to break through the $410 line of resistance last month leading to increased optimism on my part, it was unable to 

sustain the advance.  At this point, we are looking to see if support will hold at $380.  If not, the next line of support is $360.  
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This chart is the same as on the preceding page except that the period shown is 2 years rather than 3 to provide more clarity.  Several factors 

are worth noting:

• Tracking the price of SPY are 3 exponential moving averages (EMAs): 50, 100, and 200 days.  Moving averages are useful in determining 

trend and price support as well as momentum.  As the price of SPY falls through the MAs and as the faster MAs cross over the slower MAs 

from above, this is an increasingly bad signal showing long-term downward price momentum.  Last month, the faster MAs were beginning 

to turn up and we were hoping they would cross over slower EMAs from below.  Unfortunately, that didn’t happen as price fell back 

through all 3 EMAs, a decidedly poor sign.  The 200-day EMA is particularly important to technical analysts as it is seen to be major 

support.  When price fell below as it did several times this year at the blue arrows, it’s considered a sign of significant price weakness.

• The MACD indicator at the bottom of the chart confirmed the reversal in SPY price momentum in mid-August and is not showing any signs 

of recovery just yet.  In fact, there appears to be continued downward pressure as of this writing.
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This is a chart of weekly price movement over the last 10 years with 50- and 150-week exponential moving averages (EMAs).  Longer term 

charts like this provide insight to longer-term trends and momentum. Several factors are worth noting:

• Both the 50- and 150-week EMA show key areas of support which, when broken, indicate significant price weakness.

• The 150-week EMA held in June and July but is about to be tested again.

• The MACD was showing signs of reversal in August but the weakness over the last two weeks has reversed that trend for the moment.

• In the longer-term weekly perspective, price will need to get back over the 50-week EMA with confirming MACD before a more optimistic 

outlook can be achieved.
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This next chart shows a popular technical indicator called the put/call ratio.  This is the ratio of the number of put options being bought 

divided by the number of call options being bought.  The chart shows a 5-day moving average of the ratio along with a 5-day moving average 

of the S&P 500 (SPY).  When the ratio is rising, as it has been since the middle of August, a greater number of option traders are betting on a 

market decline than betting on a market advance.

When the ratio reaches extreme levels, this can indicate a point of high risk for put option holders who may try to reverse their position at 

the hint of a market recovery, causing an even more rapid reversal.  We are now approaching that point, a potentially positive sign for 

September.
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This chart shows the percentage of S&P 500 stocks above their 50-day and 200-day moving averages.  The following points are important:

• There is generally a high correlation between the changes in the 200-day percentages and the performance of the S&P 500.

• Low correlation began in middle 2021 as the percentage of stocks above their 200-day moving average stabilized and then began to fall 

while the S&P 500 continued to rise.  The divergence ended with the market correction that began in early 2022.

• When the percentage of stocks in the S&P 500 below their 200-day moving average falls below 15%, as they did 3 times in the last 20 

years, most recently in 2020 (not shown), market participants have treated this as an extreme oversold situation and have come back into 

the market.  This may help explain the recovery in prices since mid-June.

• The recent decrease in the percentage of stocks above their 50- and 200-day moving averages reflects the weakness in the S&P 500 since 

mid-August.
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The charts below show the 11 sectors and their weighting that make up the S&P 500, only two of which – energy and utilities – had a positive 

return for the month and the year (as of September 2nd).  For the month, energy, utilities, financials, industrials, consumer staples and 

materials outperformed the S&P 500.  Within the S&P 500, 10 companies make up about 29% of the entire index.  Generally, as these 

companies go, so goes the entire S&P 500, and that has certain been true in recent days.
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While the previous pages focused on the S&P 500, the chart below shows the picture for the technology-heavy NASDAQ 100 index (represented 

here by the ETF QQQ). Several factors are noteworthy:

• The chart is similar to the S&P 500 with relative weakness in QQQ since the beginning of August. 

• Support and resistance is occurring at about $315 and $300, with $300 currently playing a pivotal role (similar to $410 for the S&P 500). 

• If QQQ fails to hold at $300, the next line of support is 10% lower at $270.

• At the bottom of the chart, the MACD is showing worsening momentum, a poor sign for coming days.
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The chart below shows the performance of the Vanguard All-World (ex-US) ETF with the same TA tools as contained in prior charts. The 

following is noteworthy:

• Developed (mature) markets in Europe comprise about 30% of the fund, followed by emerging markets in Asia (16%), Japan (15%), and 

developed markets in Asia (11%).

• International stocks underperformed domestic stocks by about 7% in 2020, an additional 20% in 2021, and an additional 3% so far in 2022.

• VEU has remained below the 100- and 200-day EMAs since mid-February with the next support coming up at $48.
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The chart below shows the performance of the Investment Grade Corporate Bond index using the ETF “LQD” as a proxy.  The following points 

are worth noting:

• Performance characteristics and the technical indicators are remarkably similar to the S&P 500.  Through this writing on September 3rd, 

the cumulative year-to-date returns for LQD and SPY are virtually identical.

• The recent weakness of LQD reflects the back-up in 10-year bond yields (currently 3.2%) since the beginning of August.

• LQD is heading toward the next line of support at about $106.
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Edward Lane is a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™.  Lane Asset Management is a Registered 

Investment Advisor with the States of MA, NY, CT and NJ. Advisory services are only offered to 

clients or prospective clients where Lane Asset Management is properly licensed or exempted. No 

advice may be rendered by Lane Asset Management unless a client service agreement is place.

_______________________________________________________

Investing involves risk including loss of principal.  Investing in international and emerging markets 

may entail additional risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability. Investing in small-cap 

stocks includes specific risks such as greater volatility and potentially less liquidity.  Small-cap stocks 

may be subject to higher degree of risk than more established companies’ securities. The illiquidity 

of the small-cap market may adversely affect the value of these investments.

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of mutual 

funds and exchange-traded funds carefully for a full background on the possibility that a more 

suitable securities transaction may exist.  A prospectus for all funds is available from Lane Asset 

Management or your financial advisor and should be read carefully before investing.

Note that indexes cannot be invested in directly and their performance may or may not correspond 

to securities intended to represent these sectors. 

Investors should carefully review their financial situation, making sure their cash flow needs for the 

next 3-5 years are secure with a margin for error.  Beyond that, the degree of risk taken in a 

portfolio should be commensurate with one’s overall risk tolerance and financial objectives.

The charts and comments are only the author’s view of market activity and aren’t recommendations 

to buy or sell any security. Market sectors and related exchanged-traded and closed-end funds are 

selected based on his opinion as to their usefulness in providing the viewer a comprehensive 

summary of market conditions for the featured period.

Chart annotations aren’t predictive of any future market action rather they only 

demonstrate the author’s opinion as to a range of possibilities going forward. All 

material presented herein is believed to be reliable but its accuracy cannot be 

guaranteed. The information contained herein (including historical prices or 

values) has been obtained from sources that Lane Asset Management (LAM) 

considers to be reliable; however, LAM makes no representation as to, or 

accepts any responsibility or liability for, the accuracy or completeness of the 

information contained herein or any decision made or action taken by you or 

any third party in reliance upon the data. Some results are derived using 

historical estimations from available data. Investment recommendations may 

change without notice and readers are urged to check with tax advisors before 

making any investment decisions. Opinions expressed in these reports may 

change without prior notice. This memorandum is based on information available 

to the public. 

This memorandum is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to 

buy or sell the securities mentioned. The investments discussed or 

recommended in this report may be unsuitable for investors depending on their 

specific investment objectives and financial position.  The price or value of the 

investments to which this report relates, either directly or indirectly, may fall or 

rise against the interest of investors. All prices and yields contained in this report 

are subject to change without notice. This information is intended for illustrative 

purposes only. 

PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE 

RESULTS.
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